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Text Log 

 
etheatre: Hello, thanks for comming. the performance will start i 4 minutes 
etheatre: Welcome to Merry Crisis and a Happy New Fear!The performance 
is about to begin.Click on the chat square (right down on your screen) 
andpick up a creative nickname.  
-vicki: yay  
-helen: hi! 
-vicki: oh not very cretive sorry 
-helen: oh 
etheatre: are you readY? 
-helen: i forgot to do a creative nickname 
-helen: damn 
-Clara: hi 
-vicki: yes they are coming through form ANGRAY 
etheatre: should we wait? 
-Clara: my mother was creative when she gave this name 
-Clara: enough 
-vicki: ha ha lol me to 
-helen: i think most people are here 
etheatre: not many creative nicknames though 
-helen: shuld be ok to start :) 
-helen: no that\\\'s tru 
-happy: hello 
-helen: shall we reload & make them more creative? 
etheatre: haha....do not worry...helen is fine 
-helen: actually, helen is quite creative! 
-helen: & so is vicki! 
-helen: & clara! 
-hi: hi 
-Clara: thanks 
-helen: hi is creative too! 
etheatre: thanks again for comming,if you have not pick up your nicknames 
do so now, as we are about to begin 
-Clara: hi is creative - but lazy 
-vicki: :) 
-suzon: CRISIS 
-vicki: hi 
-hi: hi 
-vicki: oh nice! 
-vicki: webca transparency 



etheatre: Where were you on 6 December 2008 at 9pm?  
-Clara: hi hi 
-suzon: AT HOME 
-helen: oh gosh ... 2008 ... i can\\\'t even think what country i was in 
-thentheyshouted: studying 
-suzon: TV WATCHING 
-helen: actually i think i was in new zealand 
-Clara: in Timor 
-helen: i might have been gardening 
samartin1986: hey  
-helen: 9pm in new zealand, the summer light stays long 
-Clara: having a massage 
-suzon: IN MY BATH 
-helen: weeding 
-helen: mowing the lawn 
-helen: planting vegies 
samartin1986: En Francais 
-happy: I was in coimbra 
-vicki: would have been 9am 
-Clara: by a thay girl 
-vicki: think i was at work 
-vicki: workng 
-suzon: sint Niklaas 
etheatre: What did you do after that night?  
samartin1986: I was in Manchester 
-happy: i dreamt a lot 
-happy: i tarted reading  
-helen: i don\\\'t think it made the news in new zealand ... 
-vicki: it was on the news 
-hi: i was talking to someone 
-vicki: and on the radio in nz 
-Clara: it did not make the news in many places 
etheatre: Dangers, surprises, devastations – the war takes hold and will not 
quit. 
etheatre: But though it last three generationswe shall get nothing out of it. 
-Clara: specially the mainstream media 
-suzon: the extra drop which makes the overflow 
etheatre: Only a miracle can save usand miracles have had their day. 
etheatre: And though you may not long survive get out of bed and look 
alive! 
etheatre: Make a wish for 2013 
etheatre: Make a wish for the New Year! 
-happy: get the hell out of here 
-helen: i wish for an end to capitalism 



-suzon: peace 
-suzon: share 
-james: occupy lesbos 
samartin1986: I wish that these wishes come true. Wishception 
-helen: i wish for real change 
-suzon: sharing resources 
-suzon: new ways of sharing 
-happy: no more fireworks 
-thentheyshouted: something to happen which has never happene\rd before 
-helen: no more austerity 
-suzon: end of money 
-vicki: action not just wushes 
-helen: prosperity without growth!!! 
-suzon: end of money 
-suzon: end of this economic system 
-Clara: for the continuation of the socual state 
samartin1986: End of a world where the driving force behind people are fear 
and worry 
-helen: a new economy that values non-material\rresources 
-Clara: happiness 
-helen: contentment 
-suzon: kung hei fa tchoi! 
-suzon: Salaam Shalom 
-Clara: kun hei fat choi! 
etheatre: Thank you for participating in this event. Please leave your 
comments here. Your comments are important for the development of 
Etheatre Project. Come back for hour next performance on 22nd of 
December at 10:00pm UK time (part of the Open Taps). Thank you. 
-helen: clapclapclapclap 
-helen: thank you!!!! 
-vicki: thanks eTheatre 
-happy: thank you 
-suzon: thank you all 
-vicki: bravo! 
etheatre: many thanks to tom and ann for collaborating with me for this 
project 
samartin1986: CLapping sounds made by binary code 
01110100101001001010100000111010101 
etheatre: they had their record today 
-suzon: 12121212121213 
-Clara: thank you. loved it 
-hi: clapperdeclap! 
etheatre: with 3 performances on the same day 
-hi: impressive 



-aa: 12121212121212121212 
etheatre: The next show is “Since the end of the World” by/por Alberto 
Vazquez, Augustín Pecchia, Bernardo Pineyro, Natalia Pajariño, Alejandro 
Cronopio, and Formantis (Argentina). Do not forget to wear your 3D 
glasses! : http://water-wheel.net/taps/view/277 
RevoWheel: 4 performances! thanks a lot ! 
-helen: Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. 
-vicki: Thanks everyone 
-james: have a nice pint of guiness 
-vicki: next up is Alberto!! 
-james: or lager 
-aa: enjoy 
-vicki: party since the end of the world 
-vicki: Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. 
RevoWheel: ha ha cheers james ;) 
-james: cheers 
-Clara: go for a glass of wine and will be back for the end of the world 
RevoWheel: A merry Crisis and Happy New Fear! 
etheatre: happy holidays to everyone 
-Clara: happy hollidays to you etheater 
-suzon: revowheel, i am really happy you went over all..and could do this! 
ye! worthed! 
-suzon: bravo Anne and Xristina 
RevoWheel: ha ha cheers Suzon it was nice to Emeet you the other day :) 
-suzon: bzzzzz z 
etheatre: see you on the 22nd 
RevoWheel: Yes come for the special Christmas edition 
-helen: 121212: the last show (before the party!) Since the End of the World 
- get out your 3D glasses & come to http://water-wheel.net/taps/view/277 
-helen: Error! Hyperlink reference not valid. 
-helen: starting in 8 minutes! 
etheatre: i m so happy i have 3d glasses 
-aa: I don\\\'t have 3d glasses 
RevoWheel: I <3 3D 
	  


